CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

Different meaning can build different theme. The five songs of Demi Lovato has different titles, different contexts, and different themes too. This statement indicates that the themes revealed in five Demi Lovato’s songs are various. The themes are: motivation, spirit, the risk of falling in love, romantic love song, and strength. Those themes can be revealed through the lexical and grammatical devices contain in songs. In lexical devices, some significant lexemes along with its lexical meaning and lexical categories are found. Its considered as the key words in analyzing the contents of the song. Lexical categories found in five selected songs are in the form of: noun, verb, adjective, preposition, conjunction, pronoun, idiom, adverb, modal verb, and determiner.

Besides, in case of grammatical devices, some grammatical patterns also found in five selected songs. The grammatical patterns which revealed are in the form of: article a/an, possessive pronoun, suffix –es/-s, passive voice, objective pronoun, suffix –er, comparative –er, and gerund. Then, some kind of tenses also found in several lines: the simple present tense, the present continuous tense, the present perfect tense, the present perfect continuous tense, the simple past tense, the past continuous tense, the past perfect tense, the simple future tense and the future continuous tense. Those tenses indicate the time at which an action happened.
In addition, even English employs lexical and grammatical devices to express meaning, a language in music frequently used lexical devices than grammatical patterns. The songwriter used some grammatical patterns and also tenses, but the result of this study, lexical devices has higher diagram than grammatical devices.